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New York Times best seller, Heart and Brain: An Awkward Yeti Collection illustrates the relationship

between the sensible Brain and its emotionally driven counterpart, the Heart.Boasting more than

two million pageviews per month, TheAwkwardYeti.com has become a webcomic staple since its

creation in 2012. In addition to tons of fan favorites, Heart and Brain contains more than 75 brand

new comics that have never been seen online. From paying taxes and getting up for work to

dancing with kittens and starting a band, readers everywhere will relate to the ongoing struggle

between Heart and Brain. Â 
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"Hilarious, adorable, and consistently funny, Awkward Yeti is one of my favorite comics on the web

right now."Â (Matthew Inman, The Oatmeal)"I have something to tell you as an award-winning,

thirty-year veteran of cartooning who is very hard to impress; The Awkward Yeti is worth your time.

If you don&#39;t agree, we probably wouldn&#39;t be friends."Â (Dan Piraro, Bizarro Comics)The

book is effing hilarious!Â (Jon Cryer)

The Awkward Yeti was created by cartoonist Nick Seluk in late 2012, followed by the Heart and

Brain spinoff in 2014. Nick pursued his lifelong dream of being a professional cartoonist after

serving nine years in the corporate world as a graphic designer. In his childhood, he drew inspiration

from classics like Calvin and Hobbes, The Far Side, Garfield, and The Simpsons. Nick lives with his



wife, three young kids, and a lovable, ornery old dog in the suburbs of Detroit. Heart and Brain, and

a growing cast of organs can be found at theAwkwardYeti.com and on most social media sites.

I hate to admit it, but I had NEVER heard of this strip until I went to SDCC this summer. (Which is

weird, since about 90% of what I read is comic strips, and have THOUSANDS of books dedicated to

the art form.)I went by the Go Comics booth, and soon as I saw the flyer (see below) I KNEW this

was going to be something I HAD TO HAVE. Both sides are SO dead on as to how my brain and

heart work, I was amazed.I was also lucky enough to get a drawing from Nick, summing up how I

feel about Comic Con! (see below) (Hall B has the Go Comics and Comic Society booth, as well as

other faves, Sheldon by Dave Kellett, Lonnie Milsap, and Keith Knight, my faves).FINALLY, the

book came out and it did NOT disappoint! The comics are funny and dead on to the struggle

between what you WANNA do, and what you GOTTA do. The art is a delight and the colors

REALLY pop. The book is also very well printed.Can't WAIT for another book!

This book is AWESOMESAUCE covered in AWESOMESAUCE! I love the classics included and the

new material is just as good. My husband and I relate to brain and heart daily. I have shared the

amazing world of Awkward Yeti with many friends and relatives who are now fans! Nick is my

sister's friend's cousin and that's how I got introduced before Brain and Heart made it big ;-)

Gallbladder needs a book now! Im sad that by preordering on  I missed out on the release day

shenanigans...

I received this book last night and let me tell you that my mailbox and I have never been happier! I

have been a fan of Seluk for years and I was over the moon when I found out there would be a print

edition of my two favorite organs and butterfly. Reading these (some classics and some are new) I

can't help but laugh out loud. I highly recommend this book for a friend, co-worker, a sad passerby

on the street, essentially anyone with a heart and a brain!! It's a guarantee'd happy pill in book form.

Buy it!!

Somehow in my travels mucking about social media I tripped over these comics. Within a couple of

days I was reposting them everywhere, and laughing over them with friends. Heart and Brain is

completely relatable, and I haven't enjoyed a comic this much--dare I say it--since Bill Watterson's

Calvin and Hobbes.The book is terrific and is mostly comics I've not seen before--and I looked up

everything I could find online. It has good quality paper, and clean. bright color. This is what



everyone is getting for Christmas. It's definitely deserving of five stars.

This makes me so, so very happy. I wish I had a picture that demonstrates my sheer joy. Oh wait, I

do. Also, Brain totally approves this credit card purchase.

I have loved The Awkward Yeti since the early days, and am always especially delighted when a

new comic featuring the internal organs of said Yeti appears online. Out of all the organs,

Heart&Brain are the most fun, and the ones I can empathize with most. So when I heard that I could

own a book of NOTHING BUT Heart&Brain, I jumped at the chance! I am currently LOVING the

comics (especially the never-before-seen ones!)! I am making an effort to pace myself so I can

savor it and not blow through the whole thing in one sitting. I anticipate that I will be using this book

for the next several years to cheer myself up when adulting gets tough. HIGHLY recommended for

anyone who finds deciding between "adult responsibilities" and "utter nonsense" challenging.

I LOVE Heart and Brain! I've never seen a comic that so perfectly describes the battle between the

organs! I first discovered Awkward Yeti on Facebook and have been a follower ever since. Of

course, this book is an easy read and I read them all in 30 minutes or so, but the author left me

laughing several times, and I've gone back and read them again when I needed encouragement

while writing my master's portfolio. This is perhaps the greatest coffee table book I've seen and well

worth the price for the smiles and the potential to share it with other's who may not have discovered

this brilliant comic yet!It would also be really great for a medical office waiting room.Take note, Nick,

you should definitely be marketing to doctor's offices ;)

I have loved awkward yeti comics since Nick reached out to the less popular thyroid disorder group

and made a comic about an over active thyroid. Being a fan of only a few comics (Calvin and

Hobbes & The Far Side) I was happy to find out that I really enjoyed the awkward yeti comics,

wanting to share them on Facebook far more than people might actually appreciate them. I was

thrilled to receive the book today and encourage anyone who hasn't read these yet to give them a

try.
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